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16-year-old Lady Victoria Mansfield is looking forward to being presented at court and beginning
her life as an eligible young lady. She already has her eyes on Edmond Harford, the heir to a
large estate. Yes, Victoria has a wonderful future ahead of her...if she can keep her newly
emerged ability to fly a secret.
Victoria's world crashes around her when her two-year-old nephew Jamie falls off the edge of a
cliff during a large party on her family's estate. Caught half way down the cliff in a loosely rooted
tree, Jamie dangles between life and death. Tory doesn't have a choice. She flies down and
saves her nephew. Victoria's father immediately banishes her to Lackland Abbey where nobility's
defective magical offspring have a chance to be "reformed." Of course, her magical "taint" will
make marriage almost impossible. But at least she can hope to return home.
Victoria is determined to suppress her magic until she stumbles upon a secret society of students
who insist that only their magic can save England from disaster.
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